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i9 practice until in 1905 politics claimed him entirely.   Abhorring as
:7 he did appeals to sentiment and prejudice, he was less fitted by
nature and inclination for rough-and-tumble work before juries than
for the argument of pure points of law before appellate courts,
and it was in the highest of these—the House of Lords and the
Privy Council—that his services were most in request.   As Lord
Russell of Killowen   on   one   occasion  said   to   Mrs. Asquith:
" Before a cultured tribunal your husband is the finest advocate
we have; but he cannot play down to a jury.'*   In Indian appeals
to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council he and Haldane
for many years practically divided the lead.   He did not, however,
specialise in this or any other class of work, but did a large miscel-
laneous business which included much Railway litigation, while
occasionally he appeared in sensational cases of the kind which
provoke headlines.   He had, for instance, before becoming Home
Secretary, figured in the famous Gordon Cumming baccarat case,
and, after his return to the Bar, took a prominent part in the pro-
ceedings connected with Whittaker Wright.   Among cases of first-
rate legal importance he was leading Counsel on behalf of the losing
side in Cartill v. The Carbolic Smoke Ball Company, Limited,1
while among cases combining legal and popular interest may be
mentioned Hawke v. Dunn, and Powell v. Kempton Park Race-
course Company, Limited.   In these two cases he failed (after an
impressive cleavage of judicial opinion, persisting up to the House
of Lords) to establish the not implausible proposition that an
"unroofed enclosure adjoining a race-course and resorted to by
bookmakers and the general public for the purpose of making
bets" was a " place  kept and used  for  betting" within the
Betting Act 1863.    An interchange between him and the Bench
which took place in one phase of this prolonged struggle, illustrates
his readiness in verbal fence :
Mr. Justice R. S. Wright: " Supposing I were to give you an
area marked by meridians of longitude, would that constitute a
place in your opinion, Mr. Asquith ? "	^
EL H, A.: " That, my Lord, would be merely a matter of degree,"
His income from the Bar during this decennium fluctuated
between £6000 and £10,000 a year. When it is remembered that the
fees of to-day are nearly double those ruling in the 1890's, that
lie always gave _half of his time to politics, and that barristers'
incomes are commonly greatly exaggerated, his earnings must be-
1 1892, 2Q.B. 484.

